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Stainless Steel Heavy Duty Posts



Gooseneck post,
available in single and
dual height.

See pages: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

www.doorentrydirect.com

About The Posts

SRS posts are robust and designed for use in many applications
ranging from industrial to commercial use.  These posts are
manufactured from BS304 stainless steel and are available in
different heights to suit all users with options for either straight
section or offset angle post (Goose Neck).

The straight section post has a cut-out designed to hold size A2 or
size ST4 stainless steel panel.

Straight posts have a rear door access for easier maintenance
and upgrade.

The angle offset posts are available in single and dual height with
a stainless steel mounting plate to mount an entrance panel.  We
stock a range of adapter plates to allow all popular panels to be
mounted.

Straight section
posts are designed
to hold A2 (page 9)
and ST4 (page 10)
size panels both
flush and surface
mount.
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345° Offset Angle Post Adapter Plates

www.doorentrydirect.com

Visit www.doorentrydirect.com and search post-adapter
to see full range of our adapter plates to fit Comelit,
Fermax and SRS vandal resistant panels.

Example: POST-ADAPTER-A2
it is an A2 Size adapter plate which fits A2 panels.

All fixings for securing the
panel are included
(screws, nuts, washers and
pin torx key).

Adapter plates make it possible to mount most popular brands of
panels on the post. The plates are made from stainless steel and
comes complete with screws and pin torx key for surface
mounting the panel.
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1200 mm

Dimensions:
Post 1200 x 80 x 80   (hwd mm)
Offset 45°
Base 8 x 150 x 150  (hwd mm)

Features:
·  Fully welded BS304 stainless steel assembly

Compatibility:
Mounting plate adapter to fit most popular entrance panels,
including SRS, Comelit and Bpt.

Stainless steel adapter
plate available in
different sizes, to mount
most entrance panels.

This 1200 mm high stainless steel post has an angled gooseneck
making it ideal for mounting an intercom panel at the entrance
of a car park barrier.  The post is also the correct height for
wheelchair users.

We stock a range of adapter plates to allow all popular panels
to be mounted. See page 3
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4 x M8 screws required to
bolt down the post.

Screws not included.
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1200 mm

Dimensions:
Post 1600 x 80 x 80     (hwd mm)
Offset 2 x 45°
Base 8 x 150 x 150  (hwd mm)

Features:
·  Fully welded BS304 stainless steel assembly

Compatibility:
Mounting plate adapter to fit most popular entrance panels,
including SRS, Comelit and Bpt.

1600 mm

Stainless steel adapter
plates available in
different sizes, to mount
most entrance panels.

This dual height stainless steel post has two 45 degree angled
section making it ideally suited for pedestrian and wheelchair
use.

We stock a range of adapter plates to allow all popular panels
to be mounted. See page 3
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4 x M8 screws required to
bolt down the post.

Screws not included.
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2000 mm
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Dimensions:
Post 2000 x 80 x 80   (hwd mm)
Offset 45°
Base 8 x 150 x 150  (hwd mm)

Features:
·  Fully welded BS304 stainless steel assembly

Compatibility:
Mounting plate adapter to fit most popular entrance panels,
including SRS, Comelit and Bpt.

Stainless steel adapter
plate available in
different sizes, to mount
most entrance panels.

This 2000 mm stainless steel post has an angled gooseneck
making it ideal for mounting an intercom or access control panel
at the entrance of lorry park or delivery depot.

We stock a range of adapter plates to allow all popular panels
to be mounted. See page 3

4 x M8 screws required to
bolt down the post.

Screws not included.
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1200 mm

Dimensions:
Post 2000 x 80 x 80             (hwd mm)
Offset 2x 45°
Base 8 x 150 x 150  (hwd mm)

Features:
·  Fully welded BS304 stainless steel assembly

Compatibility:
Mounting plate adapter to fit most popular entrance panels,
including SRS, Comelit and Bpt.

2000 mm

Stainless steel adapter
plates available in
different sizes, to mount
most entrance panels.

www.doorentrydirect.com
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This dual height stainless steel post has two 45 degree angled
section making it ideally suited for car and HGV (Heavy Goods
Vehicle) use at industrial estates or business park.

We stock a range of adapter plates to allow all popular panels
to be mounted. See page 3

4 x M8 screws required to
bolt down the post.

Screws not included.
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8Straight Post Adapter Plates
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All fixings for securing the
panel are included
(screws, nuts, washers and
pin torx key).

Example:

POST-ADAPTER-A2S
Use this adapter plate to surface mount all A2 size
entrance panels on straight posts.

FLUSH MOUNT SURFACE MOUNT

Adapter plates make it possible to mount most popular brands of
panels on the post. The plates are made from stainless steel and
comes complete with screws and pin torx key for surface
mounting the panel.

Note:
All A2 and ST4 size panels require no adapter or additional parts
for flush fitting in to a straight post.
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1400 mm

Dimensions:
Post 1400 x 170 x 80   (hwd mm)
Base 8 x 300 x 300  (hwd mm)

Features:
· Fully welded BS304 stainless steel assembly
· Cut out to hold SRS A2 size panel

Compatibility:
Cut out will fit SRS and Comelit size A2 panels, search for size A2
on www.doorentrydirect.com.

Rear door access for
easier installation and
maintenance

4 x M8 screws required to
bolt down the post.

Screws not included.

This straight section 1400 mm stainless steel post it's ideal for single
height vehicle (cars) and wheelchair  access, such as gated
building entrances.

The post has a cut out designed to hold an SRS size A2 stainless
steel panel.

www.doorentrydirect.com
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1400 mm

Dimensions:
Post 1400 x 200 x 80   (hwd mm)
Base 8 x 300 x 300  (hwd mm)

Features:
· Fully welded BS304 stainless steel assembly
· Cut out to hold Fermax ST4 size panel

Compatibility:
Cut out will fit Fermax ST4 panels, search for size ST4 on
www.doorentrydirect.com.

Rear door access for
easier installation and
maintenance

4 x M8 screws required to
bolt down the post.

Screws not included.

This straight section 1400 mm stainless steel post it's ideal for single
height vehicle (cars) and wheelchair  access, such as gated
building entrances.

The post has a cut out designed to hold Fermax ST4 size stainless
steel panel.
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